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ABSTRACT
Lack of human prior knowledge is one of the main reasons that the semantic
gap still remains when it comes to automatic multimedia understanding. One
diﬀerence between the human cognition system and state-of-the-art machine
vision algorithms is that the former possesses and uses high-level semantic
knowledge, or ontology. In this thesis, we present our work on image-level
annotation and album-level event recognition, both emphasizing the onto-
logical structure among concepts including object, scene, and event. The
inference and learning make use of mutual relations among these concepts,
and are general for any concept and initial concept recognition. Our experi-
ments show that the proposed frameworks are able to perform the respective
visual recognition tasks better than other methods that are also based on
middle-level recognition with or without ontology, and better than methods
based purely on low-level features, thus validating the use of ontology in
recognizing high-level and abstract concepts.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO ONTOLOGICAL
VISUAL UNDERSTANDING
1.1 What Is Ontology?
Ontology is a word from ancient Greece. According to the online version of
Encyclopædia Britannica at http://www.britannica.com, ontology is
the philosophical study of being in general, or of what applies
neutrally to everything that is real. It was called “ﬁrst philos-
ophy” by Aristotle in Book IV of his Metaphysics. The Latin
term ontologia (“science of being”) was felicitously invented by
the German philosopher Jacob Lorhard (Lorhardus) and ﬁrst ap-
peared in his work Ogdoas Scholastica (1st ed.) in 1606.
Similarly, according to Wikipedia, onto- comes from the Greek for “being;
that which is,” present participle of the verb “be,” and -logia means “science,
study, theory.”
Such a deﬁnition may seem abstract at ﬁrst sight. Intuitively, we would say
ontology refers to the understanding of every real thing in the world. This
understanding can include many aspects, so its beneﬁt will become much
clearer when we discuss the use of ontology in visual understanding in the
next section.
1.2 Why Ontology in Visual Understanding?
To help machines better understand multimedia data created by humans, in-
ferring and recognizing semantic concepts has been a fundamental problem
in the vision and multimedia community. To close the semantic gap, various
machine learning techniques and low-level visual features have been devel-
oped to train concept detectors in order to annotate images automatically.
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Most often these detectors are trained and applied individually, without con-
sidering the possible inter-relations among concepts.
To overcome this shortage, structured inference algorithms were proposed
to consider not only the visual features, but also the entire structure of con-
cepts, to infer the underlying concepts of images. More thoroughly and more
generally speaking, when there is a set of tasks to be completed, it is impor-
tant to ﬁrst understand everything about these tasks, and this is precisely
ontology, i.e., the prior domain knowledge about the tasks. In practice, with-
out ontology the research community has devoted much work to tackling
individual tasks independently; i.e., the nature of each task or entity has
been well studied, while not too much attention has been paid to the entire
domain of interest. Therefore in this thesis we technically deﬁne ontology as
a set of concepts and their mutual relations, and we investigate ways
to exploit these relations to improve the performance of individual tasks.
1.3 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present
our work on image-level concept recognition, where a set of pre-deﬁned con-
cepts are ﬁrst coarsely recognized independently and then the likelihoods are
jointly reﬁned based on the ontology, resulting in an algorithm with better
individual concept recognition and a joint recognition more consistent with
common sense. In Chapter 3, we show our work on album event recognition
based on object detection, in which the goal is to identify the event theme
of photo albums consisting of a set of photos. We systematically employ
object detection to capture the feature of an event; i.e., object-object and
object-event co-occurrence relations are fully exploited. The proposed algo-
rithm not only outperforms others in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy, but
also discovers meaningful object patterns. In Chapter 4, we oﬀer conclusions
and potential future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
ONTOLOGICAL INFERENCE
FRAMEWORK WITH JOINT ONTOLOGY
CONSTRUCTION AND LEARNING FOR
IMAGE UNDERSTANDING
2.1 Preamble
In this chapter, we exploit the ontological structure of target concepts and
propose a universal ontological inference framework for image understand-
ing. The framework explicitly utilizes subclass and co-occurrence relations
to eﬀectively reﬁne the coarse concept detections. Moreover, we show how to
automatically construct and learn the underlying ontology required by the
framework. As can be shown by experiments, the result is an eﬀective and
robust algorithm that characterizes well the structure of the target concepts
and outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of individual concept
recognition and joint consistency.
2.2 Introduction
Ontology is deﬁned as a set of concepts and their mutual relations. The
most applicable relations to image annotation are co-occurrence and subclass
relations. Work has been done on utilizing one of these relations to do visual
inference to improve the performance, which showed that prior knowledge can
indeed boost machine understanding. However, it remains unclear what the
form of inference should be if we were to consider both co-occurrence and
subclass relations simultaneously. As such, without knowing exactly how
prior knowledge can be used, we cannot even construct a useful ontology
containing both kinds of relation for inference.
Our contribution is two-fold. First, we propose a unifying ontological infer-
ence framework to incorporate co-occurrence and subclass relations. Second,
for the proposed ontological framework, we propose an automatic construc-
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tion method to build the ontology. The proposed framework is shown to be
eﬀective because it exploits knowledge that is useful for understanding the
images.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 dis-
cusses related work, Section 2.4 describes the proposed ontological inference
framework, Section 2.5 describes joint ontology construction and ontological
learning, Section 2.6 gives experimental results, and Section 2.7 concludes
the chapter.
2.3 Related Work
2.3.1 Ontological Inference
There has been some work on ontological inference frameworks. The rela-
tions used are mostly subclass, part-of, and co-occurrence relations, though
the part-of relation is a special kind of co-occurrence relation. In [1], the
authors consider subclass and part-of relations in their ontological inference
framework. They construct a graph consisting of concepts of interest, where
each node is associated with a concept. A binary classiﬁer is trained on
each subclass and part-of edge, modeling the conditional probability of the
presence of a concept given its hypernym or holonym. They add a root
node called “object” into the graph, which is the most abstract, general, and
ubiquitous concept. To infer the likelihood of the presence of concept c, the
maximum path score from root to c is calculated, where a path score is the
minimum of the edge score along the path from root to c. Although this
algorithm carefully deals with both important relations among concepts, its
complexity is very high. Moreover, this model does not explicitly incorpo-
rate the co-occurrence relation, a generalization of the part-of relation. The
authors of [2] propose to use subclass and co-occurrence relations separately.
They propagate the initial detection of concepts to co-occurring concepts
based on how likely they co-occur. On the other hand, the subclass relation
is exploited by a hierarchical Bayesian network that models the probability of
any subclass given that its superclass is present, and the probability density
function of observation given the leaf subclass. These two reﬁnements are
concatenated to incorporate both relations. In [3] the authors partition con-
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cepts into salient objects and scenes, in which the detection of salient objects
utilizes object taxonomy, i.e., subclass hierarchy, and to recognize scenes a
naive Bayesian framework modeling the part-of relation among salient ob-
jects and scene is used. Such a system relies on reliable recognition of salient
objects, and there is no way for high-level scene semantics to aﬀect low-level
object semantics. Other ontological works focus only on the subclass rela-
tion, e.g., [4], in which the detections of low-level (concrete) concepts are
propagated upward to their high-level (abstract) ancestors.
2.3.2 Constraint-based Inference
Constraint-based inference and learning is another line of research on us-
ing prior knowledge to perform inference. Hard constraints originate from
prior knowledge, and are enforced in the ﬁeld of natural language processing
(NLP) [5],[6]. Though these constraints are very useful in NLP because of
grammar rules that govern our language, constraints in visual data are usu-
ally probabilistic, i.e., soft constraints, and the learning of these probabilistic
parameters can be complex and suﬀer from overﬁtting.
2.3.3 Multi-label Inference
When annotating an image or any kind of document without specifying the
location of target concepts, the problem becomes multi-label inference where
each concept of interest has to be labeled 1 if it is present and 0 otherwise.
Without the notion of ontology, works on multi-label classiﬁcation usually
exploit correlation among concepts. The work of [7] investigates the general
support vector machine (SVM) framework for interdependent and structured
output spaces. Gibbs random ﬁelds are adopted by [8] to model the inter-
action between concepts, where the unary and pairwise potential functions
are learned simultaneously. In [9], under the active learning scenario, the
algorithm iteratively asks for the labels of the selected images to minimize
the classiﬁcation error rate.
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2.3.4 Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
Conditional random ﬁelds (CRFs) have been widely used in machine learning,
pattern recognition, computer vision, natural language processing, etc. In
particular, when locating concepts within images, i.e., image segmentation
and object recognition, CRFs can be of great help.
Application
In [10], the authors apply CRFs to class-based image segmentation whose
aim is to assign a label to each pixel of a given image from a set of possible
object classes. Conventionally, local interaction between adjacent pixels is
modeled to make sure the labeling is smooth in space, while in this work the
global object co-occurrence statistics are modeled as well. The authors of [11]
apply CRFs with higher order potentials to multiclass object segmentation.
In their formulation, the pairwise potential function penalizes diﬀerent class
labels on adjacent pixels according to how visually similar the two pixels are.
Moreover, the higher order potential function penalizes diﬀerent class labels
within a segment detected by an unsupervised segmentation algorithm. In
[12], the authors model the joint probability of image segments, the cor-
responding labels, and the pairwise relative spatial relations with a second
order generative model. After applying the segmentation algorithm, for each
segment the generative model considers the likelihood of every label given the
segment appearance. Furthermore, for each pair of segments and a possible
pair of labels, the model sums up the product of the conditional probability
of every spatial relation given the label pair, and the associated likelihood of
the relative appearance of the two segments. CRFs can also be applied to
object recognition [13], where there are a set of detected feature points, each
of which is associated with a hidden variable representing the part label with
respect to the object. When attempting to assign part labels, part appear-
ance potential, part-object pairwise potential, and part-part-object potential
are summed up. To avoid too many edges, only the edges that form a tree
are considered.
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2.4 Ontological Inference Framework
We ﬁrst explain why we want to use both subclass and co-occurrence relations.
Co-occurrence has been shown useful for structured inference; on the other
hand, a subclass Ca is usually more concrete than its ancestor concept Cb
and so its detector is more reliable than that of Cb. Therefore, the subclass
relation essentially performs a divide and conquer breakdown on the original
concept Cb; i.e., it divides Cb into several concepts for which reliable and
robust detectors can be trained and can thereby be combined to detect Cb
with higher accuracy. These two kinds of relation can interact with each other
to pass various concept semantics around and make more reliable inference.
2.4.1 Ontological Inference
Figure 2.1 shows the scenario in which our ontological inference framework
is applied. In the ﬁgure, there are n = 5 concepts of interest. The input to
the ontological framework is the 5 coarse detections generated by 5 indepen-
dently trained detectors, and they are signiﬁcantly reﬁned in the ontological
framework after interacting with each other.
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Figure 2.1: By making primitive concept detections interact with each
other, the ontological inference framework greatly reﬁnes the conﬁdence
score of each concept.
Notation
Our ontological inference explicitly incorporates both subclass and co-occurrence
relations. We start with the notation used. For an input image I, the goal
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is to determine whether concepts C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} are present in the
image. Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
T ∈ {1,−1}n be the true label where yi = 1 if
and only if Ci is present in the image. In addition, a set of coarse detections
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
T , available from n detectors, are used as image features.
The term xi is the conﬁdence score of concept Ci.
Our inference framework is based on the potential function of label yˆ given
the coarse detection x in the form of
f(x, yˆ) =
n∑
i=1
ψi(yˆ,x) + φ(yˆ), (2.1)
where ψi(yˆ,x) is the unary function representing the score of yˆi based on
observation x, and φ(yˆ) accounts for correlation between concepts and is
independent of x. The ﬁnal detection can then be written as
y∗ = argmaxyˆ f(x, yˆ)
= argmaxyˆ
∑n
i=1 ψi(yˆ,x) + φ(yˆ).
(2.2)
All labels are inferred by the inference algorithm at the same time. In the
following, we show how we specify the potential function f(x, yˆ) and how
the optimization in Equation 2.2 is carried out in our ontological inference
framework.
Using Subclass Relation
If concept Ca is a subclass of concept Cb, then the presence of Ca implies the
presence of Cb. Therefore, it is formally expressed as
if Ca is a subclass of Cb, then yb ≥ ya (2.3)
However, it is possible that Cb is present but all of its subclasses in C are
not, because C may not cover all possible subclasses of Cb. So Equation 2.3
is the only constraint induced by the subclass relation. In fact, without these
subclass constraints the number of possible values of y is 2n, and this number
can be reduced signiﬁcantly by eliminating y’s that violate Equation 2.3.
Also notice that multiple parent concepts are fully supported as long as
Equation 2.3 holds. For example, if “amphibious vehicle” is a child concept
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of both “ground vehicle” and “boat,” then the two parent concepts have to
be present if “amphibious vehicle” is present.
Let Y be the set of y that satisfy all subclass constraints in Equation 2.3,
which is a subset of {1,−1}n. The multi-label joint detection problem then
becomes
y∗ = argmaxyˆ∈Y f(x, yˆ)
= argmaxyˆ∈Y
∑n
i=1 ψi(yˆ,x) + φ(yˆ).
(2.4)
Using Co-occurrence Relation
To exploit the co-occurrence relation, we reward pairs of concepts that of-
ten co-occur and penalize those that do not. In particular, we express the
correlation potential function as
φ(yˆ) =
∑
i6=j
ri,jI(yˆi = 1, yˆj = 1), (2.5)
where I(·) ∈ {0, 1} is the indication function. Positive ri,j rewards the co-
occurrence of Ci and Cj, and negative ri,j penalizes it. We write down the
ﬁnal inference problem as
y∗ = argmaxyˆ∈Y
∑n
i=1 ψi(yˆ,x) +
∑
i6=j ri,jI(yˆi = 1, yˆj = 1). (2.6)
2.4.2 Inference Algorithm
With a small number of concepts, the resulting inference problem in Equa-
tion 2.6 can be solved by enumerating all possible yˆ’s, checking if yˆ ∈ Y ,
and returning the yˆ with highest potential. This is our method when we
work on a 10-concept dataset which will be discussed later. However, when
the number of concepts goes up to 30 or more, the brute force method be-
comes infeasible because there will be more than billions of yˆ’s that have
to be checked. Notice that despite the subclass constraints, the problem
in Equation 2.6 is still an inference problem for conditional random ﬁelds
(CRFs). This is because a subclass pair Ca and Cb can be viewed as an edge
potential −∞ × I(yˆa = 1, yˆb = 0). This edge potential prohibits the case
yˆa = 1 ∧ yˆb = 0.
When computing the area under the ROC curve (AUC), we require more
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than just y∗. We would like to compute P (yi = 1|x) and then rank the images
according to this quantity to obtain the AUC for concept Ci. Treating the
potential function as the logarithm of probability, we have
P (yˆ|x;w,b, r) ∝ ef(x,yˆ;w,b,r). (2.7)
So
P (yi = 1|x) =
∑
yˆ∈Y
yˆi=1
ef(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
∑
yˆ∈Y e
f(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
. (2.8)
The inference algorithm is then desired to at least ﬁnd a set Yˆ ⊂ Y with the
largest potential function evaluation, so that Equation 2.8 can be approxi-
mated well by
P (yi = 1|x) =
∑
yˆ∈Yˆ
yˆi=1
ef(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
∑
yˆ∈Yˆ e
f(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
. (2.9)
This is therefore the problem of ﬁnding the M-most probable conﬁgurations.
In fact, the need to solve M-most probable conﬁgurations also arises from
training. As will be seen in Section 2.5.2, during training we will need to
ﬁnd the incorrect conﬁguration yˆ with the largest hinge loss
yˆ∗ = argmax
yˆ
△(y, yˆ)ξ(yˆ)
= argmax
yˆ
△(y, yˆ)max(0, f(x, yˆ;w,b, r)− f(x,y;w,b, r) + 1),
(2.10)
where y is the ground truth conﬁguration and yˆ is an incorrect conﬁguration.
The term △(y, yˆ) further scales the penalty ξ(yˆ) by how much yˆ deviates
from y. If the weight △(y, yˆ) = 1, Equation 2.10 reduces to ﬁnding the
single most probable conﬁguration:
yˆ∗ = argmax
yˆ
f(x, yˆ;w,b, r). (2.11)
However as indicated by [7], uniform weight△(y, yˆ) = 1 does not give a good
result because it treats all incorrect conﬁgurations equally. Another scaling
factor such as Hamming distance △(y, yˆ) = 1
2
‖y − yˆ‖1 is preferred, but
unfortunately, in that case, Equation 2.10 cannot be solved very eﬃciently.
An approximation is to ﬁrst ﬁnd a set of M-most probable conﬁgurations
Yˆ , i.e., M-largest ξ(yˆ)s, and then multiply each by a diﬀerent scaling factor
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△(y, yˆ). Eventually, the solution to Equation 2.10 is approximated by
yˆ∗ ≈ argmax
yˆ∈Yˆ
△(y, yˆ)ξ(yˆ) (2.12)
In the following, we list some possible inference methods to solve it.
Tree structure approximation
To reduce computational complexity and overﬁtting, it is common practice
to prune out edges in CRFs [8]. Moreover, since inference in a tree-structured
CRF can be done in time linear to the tree size, one can ﬁrst eliminate some
edges in the CRF until it becomes a tree, i.e., there is no loop. Similar to [8],
edges connecting concepts with low mutual information can be deleted ﬁrst,
but if deleting an edge disconnects the entire graph, one can choose to keep
it. When doing inference, belief propagation using sum-product message
passing [14] can yield exact P (yi = 1|x). In the training phase, algorithms in
[15, 16] can be used to eﬃciently ﬁnd the M-most probable conﬁgurations.
Graph cut approximation
Under certain circumstances, graph cut can be used to ﬁnd the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) conﬁguration of a CRF in polynomial time [17]. First,
construct a graph G with nodes s, t, and z1, z2, . . . , zn. Each zi is associated
with a binary variable yˆi in our formulation. An s-t cut is a partition (Zs,Zs)
of nodes where s ∈ Zs and t ∈ Zt, and the cost of the cut is the sum
of capacity of all edges going from Zs to Zt. The basic idea is to ﬁnd the
minimum s-t cut (Zs,Zs) on the graph via a min-cut max-ﬂow algorithm such
that yˆi = 0 if and only if zi ∈ Zs. Moreover, the graph has to be constructed
such that the cost of any s-t cut reﬂects the corresponding f(x, yˆ;w, r,b).
So, consider each term yˆi(wixi + bi) in f(x, yˆ;w,b, r):
• If yˆi(wixi + bi) > 0, add an edge s→ zi with capacity 2|yˆi(wixi + bi)|.
• Otherwise add an edge zi → t with capacity 2|yˆi(wixi + bi)|.
Last, for each pair of concepts Ci and Cj
• If Ci is a subclass of Cj , add an edge zi → zj with capacity ∞.
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• Otherwise add two edges zi → zj and zj → zi, each with capacity equal
to the penalty on I(yi 6= yj).
Clearly, here we have changed the overall potential function to
f(x, yˆ;w,b, r) =
n∑
i=1
yˆi(wixi + bi) +
∑
i6=j
r′i,jI(yˆi 6= yˆj), ∀i, j, r
′
i,j ≥ 0. (2.13)
In other words, we penalize pairs of concepts that do not co-occur. Obviously
this is to adapt to the min-cut max-ﬂow algorithm that ﬁnds the minimum
graph cut in polynomial time, where the capacity has to be non-negative.
In fact, as indicated in [17], r′i,j ≥ 0 is not the necessary condition for the
min-cut max-ﬂow algorithm to work. If we deﬁne Ri,j(p, q) as the pairwise
potential for concepts yˆi and yˆj to take values p and q, respectively, then the
summation of these pairwise potentials plus unary potentials is said to be
submodular and hence solvable by min-cut max-ﬂow algorithm if
Ri,j(1, 1) +Ri,j(0, 0) ≤ Ri,j(1, 0) +Ri,j(0, 1). (2.14)
The setting in Equation 2.13 is clearly submodular. Unfortunately, in general
our original potential function in Equation 2.6 is not submodular; thus, it
cannot be solved eﬃciently by min-cut max-ﬂow algorithm.
With the submodular property, the M-most probable conﬁgurations can
be approximated eﬃciently. In [18], the authors deﬁne min-marginal energies
as:
fi;p = min
yˆi=p
f(x, yˆ;w,b, r) (2.15)
and
fij;pq = min
yˆi=p,yˆj=q
f(x, yˆ;w,b, r), (2.16)
where fi;p is the min-marginal energy with constraint yˆi = p, and fij;pq is
the min-marginal energy with constraints yˆi = p and yˆj = q. These min-
marginal energies and their higher-order counterparts can be used by the
algorithm in [15] to ﬁnd the M-most probable conﬁgurations. To obtain a
min-marginal energy fi;0, [18] shows that it suﬃces to add an edge s → zi
with capacity ∞, because then a cut that separates nodes s and zi will yield
an s-t cut with inﬁnite cost. Similarly, to obtain fi;1 we can add an edge
zi → t with inﬁnite capacity so that the optimal s-t cut never separates zi
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and t. This technique can be easily generalized to compute min-marginal
energy fi1,...,iK ;p1,...,pK : for each 1 ≤ k ≤ K, if pk = 1, then add an edge
zik → t with inﬁnite capacity; otherwise, with pk = 0 add an edge s → zik
with inﬁnite capacity. In our scenario, we will have to be careful not to have
the constraints of any min-marginal energy violate any subclass constraint.
Integer Linear Programming
Viewing the inference problem in Equation 2.6 as an optimization problem
provides another perspective. In fact, we can formulate Equation 2.6 as an
integer linear programming problem [17]. An integer linear programming
problem can be formulated as
(X∗1 , X
∗
2 , . . . , X
∗
m) = arg max
X1,X2,...,Xm
c1X1 + . . .+ cmXm
subject to
Xi ∈ Z, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m
d1,1X1 + . . .+ d1,mXm = v1
...
dk,1X1 + . . .+ dk,mXm = vk
a1,1X1 + . . .+ a1,mXm ≤ u1
...
ag,1X1 + . . .+ ag,mXm ≤ ug
(2.17)
In brief, integer linear programming seeks the optimal value of a linear ob-
jective function with respect to a set of integer variables constrained by a set
of linear equalities and inequalities.
Our inference problem in Equation 2.6 can be formulated as follows. For
each concept Ci, we set up a variable Xi = yˆi ≥ 0. For each non-subclass
pair Ci and Cj , we further set up X
0,0
i,j , X
1,0
i,j , X
0,1
i,j , and X
1,1
i,j , each of which
is non-negative. Xp,qi,j = 1 if and only if Xi = p and Xj = q; otherwise it is
zero. To guarantee the consistency of Xp,qi,j and Xi, we need to have
X1,0i,j +X
1,1
i,j = Xi
X0,0i,j +X
0,1
i,j = 1−Xi.
(2.18)
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Similarly the consistency of Xp,qi,j and Xj is enforced by
X0,0i,j +X
1,0
i,j = 1−Xj
X0,1i,j +X
1,1
i,j = Xj.
(2.19)
Together with non-negativity of all variables, these equalities automatically
imply each variable is either 1 or 0, and that
∑
p,qX
p,q
i,j = 1; i.e., exactly one
of X0,0i,j , X
0,1
i,j , X
1,0
i,j , and X
1,1
i,j is 1, and the rest are 0. To satisfy subclass
constraint, we set
Xa ≥ Xb if Xb is a subclass of Xa. (2.20)
The objective function is given by
n∑
i=1
Xi(wixi + bi) +
∑
i6=j
ri,jX
1,1
i,j . (2.21)
The number of the augmented variables is O(n2). For n ≤ 100 it is manage-
able by some integer linear programming packages. To obtain the M-most
probable conﬁgurations, one can compute the min-marginal energies of the
form fi1,...,iK ;p1,...,pK by ﬁxing the values of Xi1, Xi2 , . . . , XiK and the associ-
ated Xp,qi,j s, and apply the framework in [15] in a way similar to the graph
cut method discussed in the previous section.
2.5 Joint Ontology Construction and Ontological
Learning
2.5.1 Subclass Relation
We obtained subclass relation from WordNet. According to its statistics,
WordNet covers 146312 English nouns. In case a concept does not appear in
theWordNet, we may resort to other resources to obtain the subclass relation.
For each noun, WordNet provides a list of its hyponyms and hypernyms. In
linguistics, a hyponym is a word or phrase whose semantic ﬁeld is included
within that of another word, its hypernym. For example, “dog” is a hyponym
of “animal,” and “animal” is a hypernym of “dog.” We say that “animal”
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and “dog” form a hypernym/hyponym pair.
Given a set of concepts C1, C2, . . . , Cn, we check for each pair Ci and
Cj, i 6= j, whether Cj can be reached from Ci via hyponym links in the
entire graph of WordNet, i.e., if there exists a sequence of concepts D0 =
Ci, D1, D2, . . . , Dm = Cj such that Dk is a hyponym of Dk+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ m−1.
This can be determined by graph traversal algorithms such as depth ﬁrst
search (DFS) or breadth ﬁrst search (BFS).
2.5.2 Co-occurrence Relation
The co-occurrence relation is characterized by the co-occurrence potential
function φ(yˆ), or equivalently, ri,j. We learn it jointly with unary potential
function ψi(yˆ,x). Since xi is the initial detection score of concept Ci, ψi(yˆ,x)
can take the form of
ψi(yˆ,x) = yˆi(wixi + bi), (2.22)
where bi compensates the bias of the coarse detector, and wi is the rescaling
factor related to the correlation between xi and yi. A large positive wi
indicates that xi and yi are strongly positively correlated, and a large negative
wi implies that they are strongly negatively correlated, while a wi close to
zero results from xi and yi that are hardly correlated.
Having decided the forms of unary and co-occurrence potential functions,
we rewrite the entire potential function as
f(x, yˆ;w,b, r) =
n∑
i=1
yˆi(wixi + bi) +
∑
i6=j
ri,jI(yˆi = 1, yˆj = 1), (2.23)
where w = (w1, . . . , wn)
T , b = (b1, . . . , bn)
T , and r = (r1,2, r1,3, . . . , rn−1,n)T .
Notice that the length of r equals Cn2 = n(n−1)/2, the number of pairs given
n items. To learn w,b, and r, we want to have
f(xt,yt;w,b, r) ≥ f(xt, yˆt;w,b, r), ∀yˆt 6= yt, yˆt ∈ Y , (2.24)
where t is the index of training sample, and yt is its true label. More formally,
we adapt the formulation in [7], which is similar to support vector machine
(SVM), to maximize the margin as follows:
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w∗,b∗, r∗ = arg min
w,b,r
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N∑
t=1
∑
yˆt 6=yt
yˆt∈Y
△(yt, yˆt)ξt(yˆt)
subject to
f(xt,yt;w,b, r) + ξt(yˆt) ≥ 1 + f(xt, yˆt;w,b, r)
ξt(yˆt) ≥ 0,
(2.25)
where N is the number of training samples, and ξt(yˆt) is the slack variable
associated with the training error in sample t and the incorrect label yˆt. As
shown in Equation 2.25, it is weighted by scaling factor △(yt, yˆt), which in
general penalizes yˆt diﬀerently. In our work, we noticed that setting△(yt, yˆt)
to the Hamming distance between yt and yˆt gives the best performance, i.e.,
△(yt, yˆt) =
1
2
‖yt − yˆt‖1. (2.26)
This setting imposes the penalty equal to the number of incorrectly labeled
concepts. C is the tuning parameter to trade oﬀ training error and margin.
It can be veriﬁed that the constraints f(xt,yt;w,b, r) + ξt(yˆt) ≥ 1 +
f(xt, yˆt;w,b, r) are linear inw,b, r, and the objective function is a quadratic
function ofw,b, r. Therefore, Equation 2.25 can be solved via quadratic pro-
gramming. However, the number of constraints is now N(|Y| − 1), which is
still very large even though the subclass constraints can signiﬁcantly reduce
|Y|. To alleviate the computational burden while maintaining the perfor-
mance, we adapt the method of maintaining an active set of constraints
proposed by [7] as shown in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, a set of incorrect labels St is maintained for each training
sample indexed by t, which is initially empty. Then, in each iteration we
scan through the training samples. For each sample and each incorrect label
yˆt ∈ Y we compute the weighted hinge loss lt(yˆt) = △(yt, yˆt)ξt(yˆt). If
the maximum loss in Y , caused by yˆ, is larger than that in St plus a small
number ǫ, then yˆ is added to St. After all St are updated, w,b, r are updated
by solving the optimization problem in Equation 2.25 with respect to the
updated set of linear constraints associated with S = ∪tSt. The algorithm
terminates when no St has changed.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for jointly learning the rescaling factor w, bias b
of coarse detectors, and co-occurrence weights r, under subclass constraints
Require: (x1,y1), . . . , (xN ,yN ), C,Y , ǫ
1: St = ∅, 1 ≤ t ≤ N
2: Initialize w,b, r
3: repeat
4: for t = 1→ N do
5: for yˆt ∈ Y , yˆt 6= yt do
6: Compute
lt(yˆt) = △(yt, yˆt)×
max(f(xt, yˆt;w,b, r)− f(xt,yt;w,b, r) + 1, 0)
(2.27)
7: end for
8: Compute yˆ = argmax yˆt∈Y
yˆt 6=yt
lt(yˆt)
9: Compute l = maxyˆt∈St lt(yˆt)
10: if lt(yˆ) > l + ǫ then
11: St = St ∪ {yˆ}
12: end if
13: end for
14: Update w,b, r by solving optimization with constraints S = ∪tSt
15: until no St has changed
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2.6 Experiments
2.6.1 Ontology
As a testbed, we select ten common concepts, covering both objects and
scenes: “indoor,” “outdoor,” “bedroom,” “oﬃce,” “light,” “room light,”
“street light,” “computer,” “laptop,” “desktop computer.”
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Figure 2.2: All relevant hypernyms and hyponyms of the 10 concepts found
in WordNet.
As described in Section 2.5.1, we apply depth ﬁrst search (DFS) in the
WordNet graph to ﬁnd all relevant hypernyms and hyponyms of the 10 con-
cepts, as organized in Figure 2.2, where for visual clarity we remove all irrel-
evant intermediate concepts, i.e., nodes that have degree less than 3 and do
not belong to Y . It is noted that “source of illumination” in Figure 2.2 cor-
responds to our notion of “light,” “personal computer” to “computer,” and
“structure, construction” to “building.” Although “building” is not in our
10-concept list, it exactly separates the notions of “indoor” and “outdoor,”
which cannot be found through the hypernym/hyponym links in WordNet
because they are adjectives and the hypernym/hyponym relation holds only
for nouns. We can therefore determine the subclass relations between these
10 concepts, as shown in Figure 2.3. Although it is a simple hierarchy, |Y|,
the number possible y’s, is reduced from 210 = 1024 to 250 to make learning
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and inference much more eﬃcient.
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Figure 2.3: Subclass relations determined with help of WordNet.
2.6.2 Data Collection
We crawled Flickr images and manually labeled 350 of them with the 10
concepts. Each image can be annotated with up to 10 labels, and the number
of positive images for each concept is depicted in Table 2.1. We observe that
the numbers of bedroom and oﬃce images do not add up to that of indoor
images, implying that there are plenty of indoor images that are neither
bedroom nor oﬃce. Similarly, not all light images fall into room light or
street light. This is indeed a real world scenario, because there can always
be instances of a concept that do not belong to any of its subclasses. Some
sample images with various label combinations are shown in Figure 2.4, where
great visual variety can be observed.
Table 2.1: Number of positive images in the collected dataset
concept no. image concept no. image
indoor 196 room light 61
outdoor 154 street light 50
bedroom 45 computer 82
oﬃce 60 laptop 37
light 126 desktop computer 51
2.6.3 Experiment Setup
Coarse detectors
We obtain the coarse detectors from the website of ImageNet [4], where 6
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Figure 2.4: Sample images.
out of the 10 concept detectors are provided except for “indoor,” “outdoor,”
“bedroom,” and “oﬃce.” We then use “bed” and “desk” detectors provided
on the website for “bedroom” and “oﬃce,” respectively. Although this sub-
stitution may cause error, one can view them as image features, and as will
be shown later, our ontological inference framework can reﬁne these coarse
detections. We train an indoor/outdoor SVM classiﬁer that outputs indoor
and outdoor probabilities, using LIBSVM package [19], based on GIST fea-
ture [20] of 5873 images downloaded from LabelMe [21].
Algorithms
For comparison, we evaluate the performance of the following algorithms.
The ﬁrst baseline is the raw output of concept detectors, denoted by RAW.
As the second baseline, we adopt the Semantic Hierarchy (SH) [1] which
incorporates subclass and part-of relations. We train a binary classiﬁer for
each edge in the subclass/part-of graph to compute the conditional probabil-
ity of each concept given the presence of its neighbor linked by that edge. To
perform inference, we report the maximum path score from the artiﬁcially
added root concept, where a path score is the minimum edge score along the
path from the root. The third baseline builds an added fusion level on top
of the detectors [22]; i.e., a SVM classiﬁer is trained for each concept with
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the coarse detections of all 10 concepts as input. Finally, OI denotes our
proposed ontological inference.
Evaluation
We evaluate the performance by AUC. For SVM, we use the decision value of
SVM output as conﬁdence score for AUC computation. In RAW, the direct
output of coarse detectors is used. For ontological inference (OI), [8] has
pointed out the equivalence between Gibbs random ﬁelds and our framework
in Equation 2.25, so we can approximate a GRF with our formulation and
have it carry probabilistic interpretation. Speciﬁcally,
P (yˆ|x;w,b, r) =
ef(x,yˆ;w,b,r)∑
yˆ∈Y e
f(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
. (2.28)
Like [8], we use the expectation
E(yi|x) = P (yi = 1|x)− P (yi = −1|x), (2.29)
where
P (yi = p|x) =
∑
yˆ∈Y
yˆi=p
ef(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
∑
yˆ∈Y e
f(x,yˆ;w,b,r)
, p ∈ {1,−1}. (2.30)
This provides real-valued conﬁdence on yi = p, which can be used in a
broader range of application such as ranking. Except for RAW, which has
no parameter to tune, cross validation on the training set is used to ﬁnd the
parameter that optimizes AUC performance. We report the average AUC
over 40 rounds of experiments.
Area Under Curve (AUC) Performance
In Figure 2.5, we compare the AUC performances of diﬀerent algorithms
where 50% of samples are used for training. To begin with, for all concepts
except “laptop,” the proposed OI enhances the AUC performance by 3.2%
to 13.6%, compared to the raw detections. It is clear that OI indeed reﬁnes
the coarse detection by exploiting the ontological structure of the concepts.
Furthermore, OI performs the best in 6 out of the 10 concepts, and its mean
AUC is 6.4%, 8.6%, and 3% above RAW, SH, and SVM, respectively. This
demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of our proposed framework. In fact, SH has a
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Figure 2.5: AUC performances with 50% training.
mean AUC even lower than RAW. This is probably because the complex in-
ference structure of SH cannot characterize the interaction between concepts
well enough to improve performance. Recall that SH trains a conditional
SVM for each edge in the ontology graph, resulting in potentially O(n2)
SVM classiﬁers, which can easily lead to overﬁtting.
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Figure 2.6: Mean AUC performances with diﬀerent training size.
The above observation is further illustrated in Figure 2.6, where we show
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the mean AUC of the algorithms when 20%, 35%, and 50% of the dataset is
used for training. Since there is no real training in RAW, its performance re-
mains constant. SH performs further below RAWwith fewer training samples
and similarly, with only 20% of the dataset for training SVM drops below
RAW as well. Nonetheless, the performance of OI only decreases slightly,
showing that this is the most robust algorithm to eﬀectively learn the onto-
logical structure for improvement regardless of the amount of training sample
available.
Consistency Rate
Recalling the subclass relations/constraints in our ontology, one is curious
whether they are satisﬁed in the various algorithms. In particular, in our
setting where each concept gets a soft score that represents likelihood, sub-
class constraints are not violated if and only if for each pair of concepts Ca
and Cb,
if Ca is a subclass of Cb, then P (yb = 1|x) ≥ P (ya = 1|x). (2.31)
Given an algorithm, we call Pr(P (yb = 1|x) ≥ P (ya = 1|x)) the Con-
sistency Rate for pair Ca and Cb if Ca is a subclass of Cb. Ideally, the
consistency rate is 1 because the likelihood that an image contains a concept
is at least as large as the likelihood that it contains its speciﬁed subclass
concept, even with uncertainty in recognition. In Figure 2.7, we compare the
consistency rates of algorithms used in experiments. Raw output of initial
detectors (RAW) cannot be used to compute the consistency rates, because
they do not bear strict probability meaning, e.g., they range diﬀerently from
concept to concept, making direct comparison in Equation 2.31 meaningless
and unfair.
We observe that OI achieves the ideal consistency rates of 1 for every
subclass pair, because it excludes every yˆ that violates subclass constraint
in its computation. The consistency rates of the other algorithms drop well
below 1 even though all training labels y satisfy the subclass constraint,
because they treat the concepts independently. On average, SH performs
roughly the same as SVM. Thus, the ideal consistency rate of OI makes
its output much more consistent and closer to common sense than other
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Figure 2.7: Consistency rates of diﬀerent subclass pairs with 50% training.
algorithms.
2.7 Summary
We proposed a novel ontological visual inference framework that utilizes sub-
class and co-occurrence relations in the ontology to enhance multi-label image
annotation. These two kinds of relations in the ontology are learned auto-
matically: subclass relation is obtained via graph traversal techniques on
WordNet’s hypernymy/hyponymy graph, and the statistical co-occurrence
relation is learned from training set. Our ontological inference framework
then seeks the combination of labels that satisﬁes all the subclass constraints
and scores the highest with co-occurrence reward or penalty. Our exper-
iment shows that our framework can eﬀectively jointly infer the concepts
with performance superior to other state-of-the-art methods, and also pro-
duces concept scores consistent with common sense.
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CHAPTER 3
OBJECT-CENTRIC PHOTO ALBUM
EVENT RECOGNITION
3.1 Introduction
In the vision and multimedia community, many studies have been dedicated
to single image understanding, especially object recognition and scene clas-
siﬁcation. In contrast, there is less attention paid to album-level event clas-
siﬁcation, although most consumer photos are kept in the form of albums.
Because people usually organize their photo albums corresponding to diﬀer-
ent events, it is crucial for consumer photo management systems to recognize
the underlying event within each album. However, the task of album event
recognition is harder than conventional single image understanding, as a col-
lection of photos exhibits more variety than single image. From another
viewpoint, event is a higher level culture-related concept than an object and
scene, and therefore to interpret the event in an album is a more challenging
task. In particular, albums often consist of “typical” and “atypical” photos.
Given a speciﬁc culture, “typical” photos contain objects associated with the
event; such objects, such as Christmas tress and Santa Claus, would identify
the event even viewed by themselves. “Atypical” photos are those without
these objects, e.g., a family having dinner on Christmas Eve without show-
ing anything related to Christmas. An atypical photo of some event may be
typical with respect to another event in another culture. In this chapter we
work on a comprehensive dataset that covers the varieties of target events, so
a good algorithm trained on the training part of the dataset is supposed to
recognize the albums associated with them, and the cultural issue should not
exist. On the other hand, conventional image-based classiﬁcation techniques
will probably fail to recognize the atypical photos and hence decrease the
accuracy of album event recognition.
Since an event involves many high-level concepts, it is diﬃcult for low-
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level features to capture its rich semantic. However, most previous image
understanding methods mostly use low-level features for high-level semantic
analysis. The semantic gap between low-level features and high-level con-
cepts poses a serious problem for current event recognition methods. As
suggested in [23], low-level feature based image classiﬁcation is not able to
achieve very high accuracy in event classiﬁcation. The work [23] relies on
meta information such as time or GPS to improve the recognition accuracy;
however, those metadata might be moved due to image format change or
photo redistribution. In this work, we explore a way to bridge the semantic
gap by employing high-level object detection for high-level semantic infer-
ence.
We want to further point out the diﬀerences between event recognition in
video and in a photo album. Though both video and albums can be treated
as sets of images, those in video are arranged chronically with a ﬁxed time
interval, while the time information of album photos is not always available.
The ﬁxed time interval between consecutive video frames enables analysis
of such temporal charactersitics as optical ﬂow and speed, whereas even if
the album photos are arranged in time, the time gap can vary signiﬁcantly
and make similar analysis infeasible. For example, people may take pictures
from every few seconds, to every minutes, to every couple of hours, or longer.
These uncertainties raises the diﬃculty of the problem we are dealing with
to a much higher level than that of video event analysis.
Our work is partly motivated by [24] and [25], which employed an object
detector bank to extract object semantics as the image feature for classiﬁ-
cation. The resulting image feature works well on typical images, but could
not be used for atypical ones. In contrast, this preliminary work explores
middle-level concepts in the album level, and proposes a new model called
compositional object patterns to mine the context information within photo
albums; the method can reliably recognize the event robustly even with the
presence of atypical photos.
There are two issues related to any method built upon middle-level detec-
tors:
1. Detector noise. Depending on the training algorithm and training
data with which the middle-level detectors are trained, noise at the
output of these detectors is inevitable. Directly applying these outputs
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from detectors will clearly degrade the overall system.
2. Irrelevant middle-level feature. Not all middle-level concepts are
relevant to the targeted high-level concepts. For example, in recogni-
tion of the concept “outdoor,” middle-level concepts like “sky,” “build-
ing,” “car,” “table,” “bed,” and “television” are all relevant because
the presence of the ﬁrst three and the last three increase and decrease
the likelihood of “outdoor,” respectively. However, the concept “per-
son” is much less relevant, almost irrelevant, since an outdoor photo
can be with or without a person.
To alleviate the two issues in middle-level detection, we believe that compo-
sitional object patterns is the right way to approach the problem, not only
because patterns composed of objects are semantically expressive, but also
because the mined frequent patterns usually consist of a small portion of
the middle concepts used, thus reducing error caused by noisy and irrelevant
detection. We point it out here that since most mined frequent patterns are
sparse in middle-level concepts, mining them corresponds to the pursuit of
feature sparsity in the ﬁeld, for example, in [24], where a couple of variants
of object sparsity were studied to improve single image classiﬁcation.
We propose to solve the problem of album event classiﬁcation by mining
relevant and discriminative object patterns in the albums. The large number
of the mined frequent patterns are further ranked by their discriminating
power, and the top-ranked ones are the ﬁnal patterns that are used to dis-
tinguish each event from the others. We show that our algorithm discovers
semantically meaningful object patterns, and yields satisfying performance
on two photo album datasets from real life.
3.1.1 Applications
We list two potential applications of album event recognition to show the
impact of our research.
Album search
Similar to image concept recognition, album event recognition can be widely
applicable to search and retrieval. To begin with, it is noticed that as a sin-
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gle image carries middle-level semantics such as object and scene, an album
usually presents high-level event semantics. In other words, an album is
the basic building block for an event. And just as people are inter-
ested in searching photos relevant to “Christmas tree,” they are as likely to
search the event “Christmas,” which is better represented by an album than
a single photo. Given some existing online album websites like Flickr and
Google Picasa Web, where photos are organized in albums, with an accurate
automatic event recognition algorithm people can easily ﬁnd others’ albums
containing certain events of interest, whether or not they are well-labeled.
Personal Photo Management
Album event recognition is also essential to personal photo management.
In fact, an album is an even more natural structure of a consumer photo,
as people normally put photos belonging to the same event together to form
albums. Tagging albums automatically with an event label can quickly reveal
the unifying theme of the album while saving much eﬀort and time.
3.2 Related work
Collection-level analysis of consumer photos has not drawn too much at-
tention in the past. In [26] and [27], the authors explored the relationship
between collection-level annotation and image-level annotation with the help
of GPS and time information associated with the photos, whereas in our work
we are more interested in understanding images based on only visual content,
because metadata of photos may be trimmed. The authors of [28] proposed
to describe images and video frames by a set of scores of visual concepts.
Then, unlike our pattern mining approach, they cluster the resulting image
features directly to build event feature vocabulary, which may be aﬀected by
irrelevant visual feature and noisy output of visual concept detector, while
the patterns we discover should be more robust to these two factors. The
authors of [29] discover frequent visual features within an event and then
rank them using PageRank algorithm. Our work diﬀers from theirs in many
ways, one being that we explicitly employ object detection which is at the
middle semantic level, higher than the low-level features used by [29]. We
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utilize middle-level semantics because we believe events contain very high-
level semantics, and middle-level detection should help reduce the semantic
gap between an event and low-level features.
Graphical models such as conditional random ﬁelds (CRFs) and Markov
random ﬁelds have been studied extensively to model co-occurrence of mul-
tiple concepts. Though descriptive models for single images, they cannot be
applied directly to album classiﬁcation. Moreover, in order to reduce com-
putation complexity, very often in graphical models only pairwise relations
are considered. In [30], the authors employed CRFs with hidden variables
representing various parts of objects to do object recognition, where all parts
of any object are assumed to form a tree to take into account some of the
pairwise relations among parts. The authors of [31] also assume a pairwise
potential function in the CRF model with respect to parts of a single object
to automatically discover meaningful object parts. The algorithm in [32]
models pairwise regions or entities together with prepositions and compar-
ative adjectives used to describe pairwise relations in the graphical model.
Similarly, the important pairwise relations among regions are learned in [33].
In recent years, there have been a few studies on mining compositional fea-
tures. The authors of [34] pointed out that compositional feature, viewed as
a combination of primitive features, is a non-linear transformation from the
primitives and thus can have higher discriminative power. They proposed
Fisher score and information gain to measure the relevance of the mined com-
positional feature. In [35], the authors mine frequent compositional patterns
in the whole training set followed by multiclass Adaboost to select feature
for image-based classiﬁcation. Combined with decision tree classiﬁer, [36]
proposed to discover frequent yet discriminative patterns while growing the
decision tree during the training process. While the aforementioned works
assume a generic feature vector, [37] explicitly explores frequent quantized vi-
sual patterns, with a clustering algorithm that uses a self-discovered distance
metric. “Grouplet” is a novel representation in which a set of neighboring
local features are combined via AND and OR Boolean operations to express
the structure unifying them [38]. Note that none of these works uses explicit
object detection. The feature closest to middle-level concept detection is the
PCA-SIFT [39] visual primitive used in [37].
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Figure 3.1: Sample typical and atypical photos in the 3-type recreation
dataset dataset.
3.3 Datasets
Before getting into the proposed algorithm, we describe the datasets used in
the experiment. There are no existing album dataset suitable for our work.
For example, the 10-event dataset used by [29] is not public, and its scale, 7
to 10 albums per event and 3453 photos in total, is not as challenging as the
dataset we collect. The Kodak collection used in [28] is private, too. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no standard dataset for photo album analysis.
Therefore we collect datasets for testing by ourselves.
3.3.1 3-Type Recreation Dataset
In the ﬁrst dataset we collect personal albums of three events: CONCERT,
HIKING, and POTLUCK. For each of the three classes we crawled 66 public
albums with titles containing the event name from the Google Picasa web
albums website, and whether typical or not, all photos within the albums
were kept. This lead to a total of 198 albums and 16789 photos.
Compared with the diﬃcult second dataset described in the subsequent
sections, it is a relatively simple dataset because not only there are fewer
classes, but also the photos of these events are less diverse. Figure 3.1 shows
some photos from the dataset, in which the images in the left column are
more typical and those in the right column are less typical.
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Figure 3.2: Sample typical and atypical photos in the 10-Holiday dataset.
3.3.2 10-Holiday Dataset
As the primary testbed, we collect a 10-Holiday dataset from the Google
Picasa web album website, consisting of 565 albums, each with at least 10
photos, summing to a total of 46609 photos. These albums have titles that
contain the corresponding event name. Each album is labeled with exactly
one out of 10 holidays: Christmas, Easter, Halloween, Independence Day,
Mardi Gras, Memorial Day, New Year’s Eve, St. Patrick’s Day, Thanks-
giving, and Valentine’s Day [40]. These 10 holidays are among the most
well-represented holidays based on the number of associated images on Flickr
[40]. This dataset is much more diﬃcult than the 3-type recreation dataset
dataset, because these holidays are at a higher semantic level than CON-
CERT, HIKING, and POTLUCK in the 3-type recreation dataset dataset.
More kinds of activities are performed in the 10 holidays. In Figure 3.2, we
show typical and atypical photos in each event, in which the upper half are
photos representative of the holidays, while the lower half are atypical photos
that just look like photos in any album, although they come from the same
events.
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3.4 Object Detectors
Given the 10-Holiday dataset, we ﬁnd the union of objects relevant to these
10 holidays. For each holiday, Flickr provides a list of relevant tags. Exclud-
ing non-object tags, we take the union of relevant tags to all 10 holidays as
the initial pool of candidates. Then for each holiday H we rank these can-
didate objects by their co-occurrence with H , and the union of top objects
of all holidays constitutes the ﬁnal 38-object list shown in Table 3.1. Notice
that given any holiday H , each object in the list can be positively relevant,
negatively relevant, or irrelevant to H .
Table 3.1: List of object detectors
accordion american ﬂag attire
basket bassoon bouquet
champagne child christmas tree
church cross crowd
dinner drum easter egg
euphonium feather boa ﬁrework
ﬂag food french horn
gift heart jack-o-lantern
light source mask military uniform
music band necklace pumpkin
rabbit room light shopping basket
soil stage table
turkey uniform
We adopt the state-of-the-art object detector program provided by [41, 42]
to build 38 object detectors. This general object detector is mainly based
on HOG feature [43]. We crawled training images with a bounding box on
the web to train the detectors. These object detector training images do not
overlap with any album photos in album event recognition.
3.5 Novel Object Pattern Mining
The overview of our proposed algorithm in shown in Figure 3.3. We proposed
to apply itemset mining to ﬁnd frequent object patterns in the training data,
as described in the following steps. The formal itemset terminology and
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Figure 3.3: Overview of our proposed algorithm for album event
recognition.
technical details can be found in the appendix, while this section provides a
suﬃciently clear idea of our algorithm.
3.5.1 Object Detection
For each image I, N object detectors are run against it, each producing a set
of detections with some score. For each detector we keep only the maximum
response (score) it generates, resulting in an N -dimensional feature vector
m(I) = (m1(I), . . . , mN (I)), (3.1)
where mn(I) is the maximum response of detector n within image I.
3.5.2 Itemizing Object Detection
To treat each image as a transaction in order for pattern mining, we need to
itemize the object-centric image feature m(I) in Equation 3.1. To convert
each continuous-valued mi(I) in m(I), for each dimension (object) we apply
Lloyd’s algorithm [44] to compute least squares quantization based on the
training set, assuming k quantization levels. Hence the quantized features is
q(I) = (q1(I), . . . , qN(I)), (3.2)
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where qn(I) ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ∀n.
3.5.3 Frequent Pattern Mining
In [35], the authors apply a closed itemset algorithm on the entire training set
once to mine frequent patterns. In contrast, we apply the mining algorithm
|E| times, once for each event Ei from images in the training albums labeled
as Ei, where E = {E1, . . . , E|E|} denotes the set of distinct events. Our
reason is two-fold: not only does it reduce computation complexity, but
also the pattern that is frequent only when multiple events are considered
cannot be discriminative, because what are looking for is the pattern that is
only frequent in a limited number of events so that we can distinguish these
events from the others. We should not waste computation on patterns that
are infrequent in any single event, as they do not have discriminative power.
For each event Ei, we denoteDEi = {D
Ei
1 , . . . , D
Ei
|DEi |
} as the set of frequent
patterns in event Ei, where each
DEij = {d1, . . . , d|DEij |
} (3.3)
is a mined pattern with cardinality usually much less than N . Each dl ∈ D
Ei
j
is a term numbered from 1 to Nk, representing some output level (from 1 to
k) from a speciﬁc object detector.
3.5.4 Flexible Pattern
In our scenario the terms originate from object detector response. By con-
ventional deﬁnition, the terms corresponding to “level 4 dog response” and
“level 5 dog response” are distinct, but they both refer to high-level response
of “dog” detector, if the number of quantization levels is k = 5. Therefore,
when ranking patterns by counting their frequencies in an album, we propose
the following ﬂexible pattern deﬁnition illustrated by examples in Table 3.2,
where detectors for table, person, beach, window and dog are available. For
each object oi, if it is contained in the pattern P , i.e., it is not a “don’t care”
term for P , then for each image I we examine the output level of oi. Sup-
pose in P the response level of oi is pi ∈ {1, . . . , k}. For image I to contain
pattern P , we do not require that qi(I) = pi, as required by conventional
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deﬁnition, where qi(I) is the output level of object oi in image I. Instead,
we check whether qi(I) and pi lie on the same side of mid-level (k + 1)/2. If
not then I does not contain P ; otherwise, we apply the same rule again for
other objects in pattern P and if image I passes all of them, it is considered
to contain P .
Table 3.2: Examples of the proposed ﬂexible pattern
Table Person Beach Window Dog Contain P ?
Pattern P 5/7 4/7 2/7 7/7
Image I 5/7 4/7 2/7 7/7 3/7 Yes
Image J 6/7 4/7 1/7 7/7 2/7 Yes
Image K 4/7 4/7 1/7 7/7 1/7 No
Image X 7/7 5/7 3/7 6/7 4/7 No
With this more natural and intuitive relaxed deﬁnition, it is then clear that
in the example discussed above, an image I with a term corresponding to
“level 5 dog response” does contain a pattern D with a term corresponding
“level 4 dog response,” if these are the only terms they have. We will show in
our experiments that the ﬂexible pattern improves the accuracy performance
of classiﬁcation, because it is more robust to noise and uncertainty of detector
output.
3.6 Compositional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF)
Algorithm
3.6.1 Pattern Ranking
For each event Ei, the set of patterns DEi thus mined are candidates for the
ﬁnal patterns used for recognizing Ei. To pick up the most discriminative
patterns, we rank them according to their relevance to Ei. For each D
Ei
j ∈
DEi and for each album am in training set, we obtain the relative frequency
fmj which is the percentage of photos containing pattern D
Ei
j in album am,
so 0 ≤ fmj ≤ 1. Every album am is also associated with a binary variable
yEim ∈ {0, 1} depending on whether it is labeled Ei. Thus we can compute the
average precision (AP) of detecting Ei based solely on f
m
j . We thus select
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the top patterns for each event Ei and form the ﬁnal set of primitive patterns
P = {Pj}
|P|
j=1 as the union of the top relevant patterns of all events.
3.6.2 Pattern Frequency and Classiﬁcation
The ﬁnal feature for album am is then computed as
fm = (f
m
1 , . . . , f
m
|P|)
T , (3.4)
where each fmj is the relative frequency of photos containing Pj in album am.
We call it Compositional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF).
Given feature fm in the training set, we train a multiclass support vector
machine (SVM) classiﬁer. Though there can be other options for classiﬁer,
since we wish to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our object patterns, we
did not exhaust all possible classiﬁers for event classiﬁcation. The inference
procedure is similar except that there is no need to mine or rank frequent
patterns because the set of ﬁnal patterns P is given. After running object
detectors against each test image, their responses are quantized by the quan-
tizers obtained in training. Then each album am is associated with feature
fm = (f
m
1 , . . . , f
m
|P|)
T consisting of relative frequencies of images in the al-
bum for each pattern in P. Finally, we classify each album using the trained
multiclass SVM classiﬁer into an event E ∈ E = {E1, . . . , E|E|}.
Here we want to point out that our detection quantization, ﬂexible pat-
tern, pattern ranking, and album level event recognition are all strongly tied
together. If only k = 2 quantization levels are used as in [35], there will
be no need to relax the pattern as we do, while the resulting patterns will
be much less expressive because of the very few quantization levels. On the
other hand, with a more reasonable value of k, e.g., k = 7, the proposed pat-
tern relaxation captures more pattern variation, and the exponentially many
patterns (O((k+1)N)) necessitate the proposed pattern ranking. Finally, the
object pattern enables middle-level description of the album, which will be
otherwise described by low-level features or unstable image-level semantics,
i.e., although [24] and [25] also utilize middle-level semantics, no middle-level
pattern is formed and so the middle-level statistics, e.g., the relative frequency
of our object pattern of the entire album, cannot be obtained directly.
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3.7 Theoretical Justification
3.7.1 Composition Object Pattern Frequency (COPF)
In this section, we discuss why we choose to use our proposed Composi-
tional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF). To begin with, COPF is used as
a feature, i.e., an album-level feature. To understand what kind of album
feature we need, it is worthwhile to recall the recurring diﬃculty in album
event recognition. As illustrated by the example shown in Figure 3.4, since
there are typical and atypical Christmas photos in a Christmas album, it is
diﬃcult to directly discover the discriminative image feature for Christmas.
This is because even in training, with only album-level ground truth, which
photos are typical and which are atypical is unknown to the system. More-
over, because our goal is to discover the album event, any classiﬁcation is to
be applied on the entire album, not a single image. Any single image might
be atypical and its classiﬁcation result will not be meaningful.
Figure 3.4: Which image feature is useful for album level classiﬁcation?
Classical feature selection cannot be applied directly because we do not
know the degree to which any given image is typical of its label.
So, given image feature m(I) = (m1(I), . . . , mN(I)) of image I where N
is the number of objects, how do we come up with album-level features?
An intuitive way is to design an image classiﬁer F such that F (m(I)) = 1
if I is a typical photo of the event of interest; otherwise F (m(I)) = 0.
However, since we do not know which photos are typical during training,
we cannot train such a classiﬁer F . Hence a possible way is to use a set of
classiﬁers F = {F1, F2, . . .}, and for each classiﬁer Fi, aggregate its outputs
of individual images in the album to yield album feature fi. After that, any
feature selection algorithm can be applied to further select good features
from {f1, f2, . . .}.
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The proposed COPF is then a special case of this framework. Each ob-
ject pattern corresponds to a classiﬁer Fi, and from Fi we obtain fi =∑
I∈Ia Fi(m(I))/|Ia|, where Ia is the set of photos in album a. In fact,
each Fi is a decision tree with binary output: F (m(I)) = 1 if and only if
mi1(I)s1 ≥ t1 ∧ mi2(I)s2 ≥ t2 ∧ mi3(I)s3 ≥ t3 . . . (3.5)
where i1, i2, . . . are indices, t1, t2, . . . are thresholds, and each of s1, s2, . . . is
either 1 or -1
Because of the implementation issue, COPF is actually an approximation
of Equation 3.5; i.e., thresholds t1, t2, . . . are selected from quantization lev-
els. We demonstrated that with quantization levels determined by Lloyd’s
algorithm, itemset mining techniques can discover potentially discriminative
decision tree classiﬁers F s. Moreover, such a compositional object pattern is
meaningful, because intuitively an event can be characterized by a signiﬁcant
portion of photos containing a certain set of objects.
3.7.2 Feature Selection by Average Precision (AP)
Here we want to relate our feature selection based on average precision (AP)
and accuracy performance. Speciﬁcally, given an event E, we want to show
that the pattern P that minimizes the classiﬁcation error is approximated
by the one with the highest AP.
For a given pattern P , suppose the classiﬁer decides that event E is present
if and only if fP ≥ T , where fP is the relative frequency of photos within an
album containing P , and T is a threshold. Denote the true and estimated
label associated with E by yE ∈ {0, 1} and yˆE ∈ {0, 1}, respectively.
Deﬁne
TPR = P (yE = 1 ∧ yˆE = 1)
FPR = P (yE = 0 ∧ yˆE = 1)
TNR = P (yE = 0 ∧ yˆE = 0)
FNR = P (yE = 1 ∧ yˆE = 0)
(3.6)
Let rec and pre be recall and precision with respect to a speciﬁc threshold
T , respectively, and P1 = P (yE = 1), P0 = P (yE = 0). We write the
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expression for FPR, FNR, TPR, TNR:
TPR = P1 × rec
FNR = P1 − TPR = P1(1− rec)
FPR = TPR/pre− TPR = TPR(1/pre− 1) = P1(1/pre− 1)rec.
(3.7)
In the following, we approximate both classiﬁcation error and AP using
R-precision, which is deﬁned as the precision at the R-th position in the
ranking of results for a query that has R relevant documents. Suppose there
are n relevant documents within the ﬁrst R retrieved, then at this point the
precision is n/R, which is also the recall rate; i.e., an immediate implication
of R-precision rp is that rp = pre = rec.
Classification Error
We notice
P (yE 6= yˆE) = FNR + FPR = P1(1− 2rec+ rec/pre). (3.8)
So the approximate using R-precision is P1(1−2rec+rec/pre) = 2P1(1−rp).
Average Precision
It has been pointed out that AP (average precision) can be approximated as
R-precision rp [45]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The shaded region in
the ﬁgure has area rp2 + rp(1− rp) = rp.
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Figure 3.5: Average precision can be approximated as the area of the
shaded region.
As R-precision rp is dependent upon the pattern we select but not on
P1, comparing these approximations, it is shown that to minimize the error
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rate approximated as 2P1(1 − rp) is roughly equivalent to maximizing AP
approximated as rp.
3.8 Experiments
3.8.1 Implementation
Compositional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF)
The proposed Compositional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF) algorithm
described in Section 3.6 is applied, where the number of quantization levels is
set to k = 7. When ﬁnding frequent object patterns, we use the program of
CLOSET+ [46] provided by its authors, with threshold of support set to 10
and 30 for the 3-type recreation dataset and 10-Holiday dataset, respectively.
For the multiclass SVM classiﬁer we adopt the LIBSVM package provided
at [19], using 5-fold cross validation on training set for parameter tuning.
Other than CLOSET+ [46], there are some algorithms that directly mine
discriminative patterns for classiﬁcation [47, 48]. However, the iterative pat-
tern deﬁned in these works, though especially suitable for counting its number
of occurrences in a sequence, does not ﬁt well with our problem. For example,
an iterative pattern P (〈1, 2〉) is said to occur twice in the sequence
〈4, 2, 1, 6, 2, 1, 6, 2, 3, 5〉,
one at location 3 and one at location 6. So, if we are to apply the associated
algorithms in [47, 48], we have to ﬁrst decide if an image or an album forms
a sequence. If an image constitutes a sequence, and since we do not know
which photos are typical and which are atypical in a training album, we can
only attach the album label to all images, and then mine the discriminative
patterns therein. However because of the many atypical photos, the algo-
rithm will be able to ﬁnd only very few patterns because the positive and
negative photos are so mixed up in the feature space, or because the deci-
sion boundary is so blurred. This is exactly what we found after applying
NDPMine [48] to our problem to get an incomparable result.
On the other hand, what if an album forms a sequence? An iterative
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pattern may not be suitable either. For example, suppose there are 3 objects
and the number of quantization levels is k = 2. The corresponding item set
is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} where 1, 2 correspond to object 1; 3, 4 correspond to object
2; and so on. Assume an iterative pattern P (〈1, 3〉) is to be counted in a
sequence(album) containing a subsequence
〈1, 4, 6, 2, 3, 6〉,
where 〈1, 4, 6〉 comes from an image in the album and 〈2, 3, 6〉 comes from
the next. Unfortunately by deﬁnition this subsequence contains P (〈1, 3〉)
(starting from location 1). Therefore, confusion can be expected, and our
experimental result does not support using these algorithms either.
Low Level Feature (LOW)
To see how middle-level detection may help, we also test purely low-level
features consisting of SIFT and color feature. We extract SIFT descriptors
around SIFT keypoints and cluster them to form 1000-word visual vocab-
ulary. Each album is then represented by the 1000-dimensional histogram.
As for color, we ﬁrst normalize RGB values of every pixel so that they sum
up to 1. The normalized R and G values are then used to compute a 2D
8-by-8 histogram within every album. Finally, SIFT and color features are
concatenated to form the ﬁnal descriptor.
COPF with Conventional Pattern
To show the advantage of using the ﬂexible pattern, we train and test the
proposed COPF with conventional pattern deﬁnition. In other words, only
images containing quantized object detections exactly the same as a composi-
tional pattern are considered to contain this pattern. The patterns discovered
by the mining algorithm are ranked accordingly when computing the relative
frequency of images that have a speciﬁc pattern.
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Earth Mover’s Distance with Bag of Features (EMDBOF)
In [28], the authors apply a set of concept detection to form a ﬁxed length
descriptor for each photo. Then the mutual distance of a pair of albums
is calculated using earth mover’s distance [49] (EMD). Essentially, EMD
matches up photos in two albums to compute over similarity, where partial
match is allowed. Then within each event class, clusters of training albums
are formed, and each cluster is used to constitute a feature that measures the
maximum possible similarity between a test album and its member albums.
Finally bag of features (BOF) is used for SVM classiﬁcation. Since this
method takes all instead of the selected object detections, it serves to show
the superiority of our proposed COPF that carefully selects discriminative
and short patterns for classiﬁcation.
Image-based Multiclass Adaboost (SAMME)
As one of the baseline models for comparison, we implement the algorithm
in [35] as it is the most similar work to ours. The authors of this work pro-
posed to mine frequent and discriminative compositional patterns from the
whole training set in contrast to our mining frequent patterns with respect to
each class separately followed by pattern ranking. In their work, the mined
patterns are then used by multiclass Adaboost [50] to ﬁnd the most discrim-
inative features for classiﬁcation. When implementing their algorithm, we
set k, the number of quantization level, to 7, the same as COPF. However,
the algorithm is only for image-based classiﬁcation. So we attach the album
label to all of its images for training, and when testing the album label is the
majority vote of all its estimated image labels.
3.8.2 3-Type Recreation Dataset
We show the overall classiﬁcation accuracies of the three algorithms on 3-
type recreation dataset in Figure 3.6. Our proposed Compositional Object
Pattern Frequency (COPF) algorithm achieves an average accuracy of 91.1%,
2% and 43% better than COPF with conventional pattern and image-based
multiclass Adaboost (SAMME), respectively. The diﬀerence caused by the
ﬂexible pattern is 2%, which is because of the simplicity of this dataset. As
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Figure 3.6: Classiﬁcation accuracy comparison between the proposed
algorithm COPF and baseline algorithm on 3-type recreation dataset.
COPF: Compositional Object Pattern Frequency; COPF base: COPF with
conventional pattern; SAMME: image-based multiclass Adaboost.
will be shown, the diﬀerence is more signiﬁcant on the second dataset.
CONCERT
CO
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83.9 / 79.1 / 77.6 3.6 / 5.2 / 8.8 12.4 / 15.8 / 13.6
0.0 / 1.2 / 38.3 99.4 / 98.2 / 49.7 0.6 / 0.6 / 12.0
6.7 / 6.1 / 71.4 3.3 / 3.0 / 10.3 90.0 / 90.9 / 18.2
Figure 3.7: Confusion tables of three algorithms, from left to right,
Compositional Object Pattern Frequency (COPF), COPF with
conventional pattern (COPF base), and image-based multiclass Adaboost
(SAMME) on the 3-type recreation dataset.
In Figure 3.7, we show confusion tables of the three algorithms. We no-
tice that SAMME is very much confused between CONCERT vs. HIKING
and CONCERT vs. POTLUCK. It is likely due to the fact that CONCERT
exhibits the greatest varieties among the three, and so this image-based mul-
ticlass Adaboost algorithm classiﬁes many HIKING and POTLUCK photos
as CONCERT before majority vote. Hence even the majority vote cannot
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help make the right decision.
3.8.3 10-Holiday Dataset
Mined patterns
Before checking the classiﬁcation accuracy, we ﬁrst examine some top-ranking
object patterns. In Figure 3.8, we show one top-ranking pattern for each
event, and more top patterns are shown in Table 3.3. Here the number of
quantizations is set to k = 7, and each parenthesis encloses a corresponding
level from 1 to k. Thus the number 4 corresponds to mid-level; numbers
1 to 3 indicate low response, i.e., the object is invariably not likely to
appear; and numbers 5 to 7 imply the object should appear. By deﬁnition,
objects that are absent in the pattern are “unimportant” or “irrelevant”;
i.e., whether they appear or not does not help distinguish the event from
others, just as the concept “person” does not help very much in recognizing
“outdoor,” as previously explained. In other words, the absent objects have
varying detector response not consistently high or low within the albums of a
single event. We observe in these ﬁgures that most of the mined patterns are
meaningful, in that they match our common knowledge and understanding
of the holidays and objects. Moreover, these patterns are indeed sparse in
objects, enabling our algorithm to get rid of detection noise, especially from
the detectors of the irrelevant objects. Nonetheless, there is some noise in
the patterns as well, mostly due to imperfect object detectors. We elaborate
this in the following.
Christmas is characterized by high response of christmas tree, and low
responses for pumpkin and heart, as they appear more in Halloween and
Valentine’s Day, respectively. Easter sees patterns with low responses of
christmas tree, ﬂag, etc. Low christmas tree level helps distinguish Easter
from Christmas. High output from soil detector probably comes from the fact
that Easter egg hunting happens a lot on the grass, possibly with some soil,
and that the training images for soil detector contain some grass so it may
be confused by the two. Halloween is mostly accompanied by jack-o-lantern
and pumpkin. Low output from attire may be due to the imperfect attire
detector. Independence Day usually goes with high ﬁrework response. Mardi
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christmas_tree: 6/7
heart: 1/7
(a) Christmas
christmas_tree: 2/7flag: 1/7soil: 7/7
(b) Easter
jack−o−lantern: 7/7pumpkin: 7/7
(c) Halloween
basket: 1/7
firework: 7/7 rabbit: 1/7
(d) Independence Day
euphonium: 5/7
feather_boa: 5/7
jack−o−lantern: 1/7
(e) Mardi Gras
jack−o−lantern: 1/7
light_source: 2/7
uniform: 6/7
(f) Memorial Day
firework: 6/7 food: 3/7
pumpkin: 5/7
(g) New Year’s Eve
bouquet: 5/7
christmas_tree: 2/7
crowd: 7/7
soil: 1/7
(h) St. Patrick’s Day
christmas_tree: 1/7
room_light: 2/7
turkey: 7/7
(i) Thanksgiving
christmas_tree: 1/7
heart: 7/7
light_source: 4/7
(j) Valentine’s Day
Figure 3.8: Sample discriminative object pattern for each holiday. Values
lower than 4/7 indicate invariably low object detector response.
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Table 3.3: Top ranking patterns for each holiday. Values lower than 4/7
indicate invariably low object detector response.
Holiday top ranking patterns
Christmas christmas tree(6/7)
christmas tree(6/7) pumpkin(2/7)
christmas tree(6/7) heart(2/7)
Easter soil(6/7) christmas tree(2/7) ﬂag(1/7) light source(1/7)
soil(6/7) christmas tree(2/7) crowd(6/7) ﬂag(1/7) child(3/7)
soil(7/7) ﬂag(1/7) christmas tree(3/7)
Halloween jack-o-lantern(7/7) pumpkin(7/7) christmas tree(1/7)
jack-o-lantern(6/7) attire(2/7)
jack-o-lantern(7/7) pumpkin(7/7)
Independence Day ﬁrework(7/7) jack-o-lantern(3/7) light source(3/3)
ﬁrework(7/7) basket(3/7) rabbit(3/7)
ﬁrework(6/7) child(2/7) cross(2/7)
Mardi Gras euphonium(5/7) feather boa(5/7) jack-o-lantern(3/7)
music band(6/7) bouquet(5/7) euphonium(5/7)
euphonium(5/7) feather boa(5/7) light source(3/7)
Memorial Day uniform(5/7) easter egg(2/7) light source(2/7)
uniform(5/7) easter egg(3/7) light source(3/7)
uniform(5/7) jack-o-lantern(2/7) light source(2/7)
New Year’s Eve stage(5/7) jack-o-lantern(5/7) heart(2/7)
ﬁrework(5/7) pumpkin(5/7) food(3/7)
ﬁrework(5/7) food(3/7) mask(3/7) pumpkin(5/7)
St. Patrick’s Day christmas tree(3/7) military uniform(6/7) table(4/7)
crowd(7/7) bouquet(5/7) christmas tree(2/7) soil(2/7)
church(6/7) ﬂag(3/7) christmas tree(3/7)
Thanksgiving turkey(6/7) room light(2/7) christmas tree(2/7)
cross(3/7) room light(2/7) uniform(2/7) christmas tree(2/7)
attire(2/7) food(6/7) turkey(6/7)
Valentine’s Day child(5/7) feather boa(3/7) heart(5/7)
child(5/7) christmas tree(1/7) heart(5/7)
heart(5/7) light source(4/7) christmas tree(2/7)
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Gras goes with high response of feather boa, and music band. Jack-o-lantern
is expected to have low response because it is more often used to characterize
Halloween. Memorial Day sees high appearance of uniform because many
veterans are so dressed for memorial ritual on this day. New Year’s Eve
is accompanied by high ﬁrework, similar to Independence Day. However
it is also characterized by stage and the absence of food and heart. St.
Patrick’s Day is usually disjoint from christmas tree, as shown in the ﬁgure,
but sometimes with crowd in the parade. Thanksgiving is mostly recognized
by turkey, while christmas tree is not supposed to appear. Valentine’s Day
is often marked by heart with christmas tree absent as well.
Accuracy comparison
Figure 3.9 compares accuracy performances. Overall, COPF combined with
low-level visual features performs the best, as expected, and COPF is the
second best. We notice the signiﬁcant overall 8.2% improvement induced by
the our ﬂexible itemset, showing that the novel itemset is indeed more suit-
able for our technique than the conventional. On the other hand, SAMME
virtually breaks down with accuracy mostly under 30%. This is because it at-
tempts to distinguish an individual image before voting, while many images
are common to more than one event, i.e., the overlapping between events is
quite signiﬁcant and it is impossible to classify these photos into one single
event. This is then why EMDBOF, which measures album similarity with
partial image matching between albums, works better than SAMME, though
it is impaired by the unnecessary noise due to all object detections it takes
instead of relevant detections used by object patterns in COPF. Among all
events, New Year’s Eve is the event that SAMME recognizes the best be-
cause it is the only event composed of many night scenes. Low-level SIFT
with color features also falls behind the proposed COPF signiﬁcantly, and
the “Combined” denoting the combination of the two is merely 2% better
than COPF, suggesting that using low-level features directly contributes very
little to recognizing an album event.
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Figure 3.9: Classiﬁcation accuracy comparison on 10-Holiday dataset.
Combined: COPF plus LOW; COPF: Compositional Object Pattern
Frequency; LOW: low-level SIFT and color features; COPF base: COPF
with conventional pattern; EMDBOF: earth mover’s distance with bag of
features; SAMME: image-based multiclass Adaboost.
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3.8.4 Simulation
To show that the proposed object pattern is robust to detection noise, we
conduct an experiment simulating the impact of noisy detection. For each
event E, we pick an exclusive binary pattern PE which appears in each image
of E with 0.4. For each image, with probability 0.6 its ideal object detection
∈ {0, 1} is generated at random, and with probability 0.4 it contains pattern
PE; in this case, objects not in PE have random ideal detection 0 or 1. Then,
we add noise N(0, σ2) to corrupt the detection. We use the same number of
images per album as the 10-Holiday dataset.
Table 3.4: Accuracies of simulation experiments
σ 0.3 0.8 1.3
event accuracy 96.6% 84.4% 62.5%
object accuracy 95.2% 73.4% 64.9%
In Table 3.4, event classiﬁcation accuracy and object detection accuracy
(evaluated by 1√
2piσ
∫∞
−0.5 e
−t2
2σ2 dt) are shown. Though it is not very appropriate
to compare classiﬁcation accuracies of object and event as the former is a
binary decision problem while the latter is 10-to-1 classiﬁcation, we see that
with moderate σ, the event accuracy is even higher, indicating that our
algorithm indeed selects discriminative object patterns and is thus robust to
object detection noise.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrate our proposed novel model, named compo-
sitional object patterns, to attack the problem of album event recognition.
To accommodate the scenario of photo albums, we propose a novel object
pattern mining algorithm which mines and ranks the discriminative object
patterns for event classiﬁcation. Based on mined patterns, albums are char-
acterized by the relative frequencies of discriminative patterns. Experimental
results show that our algorithm can distinguish events more accurately than
the baseline of the single image based classiﬁcation. Moreover, we proposed a
ﬂexible pattern which further improves the performance in two album event
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recognition datasets. The object patterns discovered by our algorithm verify
that object-level semantics are meaningful and reliable.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
4.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we investigate how ontology, i.e., domain knowledge, can be
used to enhance visual understanding. Our algorithms focus on the interac-
tion between concept recognitions, e.g., how to utilize existing recognitions
of some concepts to recognize the rest, or how to signiﬁcantly reﬁne the ex-
isting recognitions by themselves. We restate our key contributions in the
following.
Seamless combination of subclass and co-occurrence relations
These two relations are the most useful relations in visual understanding. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to propose a framework to unify
the two in Chapter 2, regardless of their heterogeneous natures; i.e., subclass
is a “hard” relation obtained from an external knowledge source that has
to be satisﬁed at all times, while co-occurrence is a “soft” relation because
it is statistical and is usually learned from the training sample. Unlike [2],
which exploits the two relations separately, our framework considers the two
simultaneously. Not only is the form of inference novel, as shown in the
experiments, but our framework provides a low-dimensional model charac-
terizing the joint probability density function of all concepts of interest. This
low-dimensional model requires many fewer parameters than other ontolog-
ical and non-ontological methods, yet it achieves better performance than
others. Its low dimensionality further makes it much more robust with few
training samples.
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New paradigm of inference structure to exploit co-occurrence
relation
Our work in Chapter 3 explores a novel problem of classifying collection-level
samples, where a sample consists of a variable number of documents. To over-
come the ambiguity between typical and atypical documents, we propose to
use compositional mid-level detection patterns to distinguish one album from
another. Compared with conditional random ﬁelds (CRFs), this framework
presents a better paradigm of characterization and exploitation of the co-
occurrence relation. In fact, a framework using CRFs will need to estimate
many latent variables, each representing the degree of typicality of a certain
document in the collection. In contrast, our proposed framework is straight-
forward and discriminative in nature, and in the experiment we show that the
resulting mid-level patterns do align well with our common sense. Further-
more, we are the ﬁrst to discover the mid level pattern using pattern mining
algorithms developed in data mining. Applying pattern mining algorithms
to this problem is far from trivial because those algorithms always work with
discrete elements, while mid-level detection is real-valued. Our proposed de-
tection quantization followed by detection itemization successfully makes use
of the pattern mining algorithm to ﬁnd the frequent patterns in the detection
ﬁeld, which can then be ranked by the patterns’ discriminative power. We
further provide another perspective of viewing the proposed compositional
patterns as an aggregation of a set of image-level binary classiﬁers to combat
the inherent atypicality problem.
Generality and modularity
Our frameworks are general and suit all kinds of existing concept recognition
algorithms, so they can be viewed as modules regardless of what low-level
feature is used, what concepts are to be recognized, and what existing recog-
nition algorithm is employed. The resulting overall method is hence system-
atic because, unlike object recognition, there is no need to design various
low-level features for diﬀerent concepts. Instead, relevant concepts can be
picked up to achieve the speciﬁc tasks at hand. Note that we are not claiming
that our frameworks can beat any other. It is that our contribution relies
entirely on moving existing recognitions around to make them better, but
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not on the art of designing these recognition algorithms. A working system
requires both parts, and our experiments show that our proposed algorithms
perform better than others using the same existing recognition and some
low-level feature based algorithms. Comparing our system using mediocre
existing recognition against sophisticatedly crafted low-level features based
algorithm would be invalid, because the manner in which low-level features
constitute the middle-level recognition also greatly aﬀects the overall perfor-
mance.
4.2 Future Directions
We list possible future directions along the lines of research done in the thesis.
4.2.1 Scalability
It is desirable to be able to apply our algorithms to problems with larger
scales, so another potential line of future research will be to scale up the
proposed frameworks.
Image concept Recognition
When more concepts are concerned in a domain, the exponential possibilities
grow rapidly and slow down the inference and learning algorithms. To ad-
dress this issue, we need to adapt eﬃcient inference algorithms discussed in
Section 2.4 on graphical models to ﬁt our unique structure with subclass and
co-occurrence relations. Also, it will be worthwhile to ﬁrst build a dataset
larger than what we used in our experiments to test our algorithms on a
larger scale in terms of training and testing samples.
Album Event Recognition
When more events are added into the system, it is not only that it is more
diﬃcult to distinguish them; in fact, more relevant objects will be incor-
porated as well, and thus the number of frequent patterns with respect to
a ﬁxed threshold will increase exponentially in terms of number of objects.
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This poses the practical scalability issue which has to be resolved in the real
world system.
To address the scalability issue, we can consider the following method.
Suppose there are N objects O = {o1, . . . , oN}, and N is too large for the
algorithm to have a reasonably sized pattern set. We can randomly partition
O into k disjoint sets O1, . . . , Ok with nearly equal sizes. Then we will apply
the pattern mining and ranking algorithms on each subset Oi to ﬁnd frequent
and discriminating patterns. To avoid missing patterns composed of objects
from diﬀerent subsets, we can repeat the random partitioning, pattern min-
ing, and pattern ranking for a number of times within the computation limit.
Though this method can be a workaround for the issue, it is apparently
suboptimal because there is always a possibility that some desired patterns
are missing because they are never grouped in the same subset. Therefore,
in the future it will be interesting to investigate better solutions, e.g., group-
ing/clustering objects in advance deterministically based on certain criteria
to avoid missing useful patterns.
4.2.2 Combining Image-Level and Album-Level Recognition
In this thesis, we explore using ontology in two modes of visual understand-
ing: the ﬁrst is image-level concept recognition, and the second is album-level
event recognition which relies on the recognized concepts in the ﬁrst mode.
A system combining these two components is then foreseeable: one that con-
catenates the two to ﬁrst learn to recognize concepts in individual images
of the album, and then uses such inferred likelihood to infer the album-level
event semantics. Moreover, we want to emphasize that this combination can
be more than simple concatenation. In our work on album event recognition,
the inference direction is from image-level to album-level event because we
focused on the latter only. However, a comprehensive system that jointly
recognizes object/scene in individual photos and events in albums can be
made by introducing inference of both directions between image-level ob-
ject/scene and album-level event. Technically, one way of doing this is to
introduce hidden event variables to each album photo which hold the same
values within the album. The event variables are taken into account when
recognizing image-level object/scene, and then the album-level event is in-
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ferred based on image-level object/scene via Compositional Object Pattern
Frequency (COPF). Finally, this new album-level event label is propagated
to replace the original image-level event variable, and this is what happens in
one iteration. The same process repeats until convergence. In this way, the
interaction between semantics of both levels is bi-directional and the feedback
from album-level events can perhaps make image-level object/scene recogni-
tion more accurate as more ontology structure is exploited.
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APPENDIX A
ITEMSET MINING
A.1 Itemset Terminology
In this appendix we review the terminology of item, itemset, transaction,
support, and closed itemset.
A transaction database T is a set of transactions, where each transaction
T , associated with a unique transaction id, is a set of distinct items. Let
I = {i1, . . . , i|I|} be the complete set of distinct items appearing in T . An
itemset D is a non-empty subset of I. A transaction T is said to contain
itemset D if D ⊆ T . The number of transactions in T containing itemset D
is the support of itemset D, denoted as sup(D). Given a minimum support
threshold min sup, an itemset D is frequent if sup(D) ≥ min sup.
Definition 1 An itemset D is a frequent closed itemset if it is frequent and
there does not exist any proper superset D′ ⊃ D such that sup(D′) = sup(D).
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